Inga-Britt Johnson

*End of Complaint*

Utility Company: Arizona Public Service Company
Division: Electric
Contact Name: For assignment

Nature of Complaint: OPPOSED E-01345A-13-0248 ELECTRIC

Nuts to rigid Form. Generally inappropriate for public pissy narrow for APS monopoly behavior policies and procedures I'm disgusted. What's wrong with black and white billing? A new logo colored? expense to change bad management and tacky foresight in solar and lousy repairs and upkeep of nuclear generators? That's stupid and stupid can't be fixed!!!

Inga-Britt Johnson
*End of Complaint*

Utilities' Response:

Investigator's Comments and Disposition:
10/5/13: Entered for the record and docketed. (Also sent to APS as inquiry)

CLOSED
*End of Comments*

Date Completed: 10/4/2013
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